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                 I need a comparison essay from a movie The matrix  I need it in 24 hours                I need a comparison essay from a movie The matrix  I need it in 24 hours

                  INSTRUCTIONS:   Watch the mo vie The Matrix (1999) (and the sequels if you need to! The sequels have a  different rating, howev er, so be mindful of what you can h andle. ). Seek instances in the text  of the influence of each of the following EIGHT religions:  Hinduism, Buddhism, Daoism, Confucianism, Shinto, Judaism, Christianity and Islam.  Create a video of you explaining these instances. You may ask classmates to he lp, however,  you must submit individual assignment s.    Formulate reflective responses and use movie references to defend your assertions.  Record your answers on the Answer Sheet.   FORMATTING:  Calibri 11pt; double -spacing for your script , if you choose to submit one.  Use in -text citations for all sacred texts (Book Chapter: Verse; e.g. Jb 38: 4), and Chicago Manual of  Style for all other texts (footnotes and bi bliography).  Files should be .doc or .docx . No .pages files. Videos should be .wmv, .mp4, .avi or .mov . No .m4v.  Use universal language (e.g. “humankind” not “mankind”). EVALUATION:  See rubric on Canvas. 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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